they were transparent and highly flexible, and showed a glassy fracture surface. The X-ray diffraction pattern of crushed fibre material (Fig. 2a) confirmed that it was glassy. This result is consistent with the report by Massiot et al.6 that glassy YAG can be formed from the undercooled liquid. A photograph of several glass fibres is shown in Fig. 2b.

The initial experiments were performed on mixtures of the approximate Y,Al,Al,O, (YAG) composition prepared from pure Al,O, and Y,O, powders. Some of the specimens readily formed long fibres whereas others did not, even though the melts were undercooled into the fibre-pulling temperature regime. In some cases only very short fibres of < 1 mm in length were formed at the end of the stinger.

Later experiments showed that the variations in the fibre-pulling behaviour resulted from small differences in the compositions of the synthetic specimens. Fibres were rarely obtained if the melt was formed from stoichiometric single-crystal YAG, but long fibres were reproducibly pulled from compositions with an excess of 1 mol% Al,O,. Fibres were readily obtained from molten YAG compositions containing 1 mol Nd,O, substituted for Y,O,. However, if Er,O, was substituted for Y,O, the behaviour was similar to that of stoichiometric YAG and fibres were rarely obtained. Addition of an excess of 1 mol% Al,O, to the Er-containing material resulted in reproducible pulling of long glass fibres.

The initial sections of the fibres contained small nodules with smoothly varying diameters up to about four times the nominal fibre diameter and lengths that were a few times the nodule diameter. The central region of the long glass fibres was of uniform diameter, typically in the range 5–30 μm. The terminal sections of the fibres showed occasional nodular defects that were smaller, and appeared more abruptly than those in the initial section.

A further difference between the pure YAG and doped compositions was found in cooling experiments in which fibre-pulling was not conducted. Pure YAG compositions, and those with Er,O, substituted for Y,O, always crystallized when cooled below 1,400 K, but the compositions with excess Al,O, or Nd,O, substituted for Y,O, formed a glass. In addition, the crystallization behaviour of pure YAG was sensitive to preheating conditions, such that either crystalline YAG or a mixture of YAlO, and Al,O, could be formed.

In Fig. 3 we show data on the viscosity of molten YAG, as a semi-log plot of viscosity versus the ratio of the glass-transition temperature to the absolute temperature. The range of viscosities shown for fibre-pulling was taken to be that typical for glass-fibre manufacture, that is, 101.5 to 102.5 Pa s (ref. 9). This is the viscosity of the melt that is required for glass-fibre-pulling, and about two-thirds of the melting point of crystalline YAG.
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Under appropriate non-equilibrium growth conditions, carbon atoms form relatively stable hollow clusters of well-defined mass number, collectively known as fullerenes. The mass production, purification and condensation of such clusters into a molecular solid is generally essential to full experimental characterization: the initial discovery2 of C60, for example, had to await a bulk synthesis method3 six years later before detailed characterization of the molecule was possible. Gas-phase experiments4,5 have indicated the existence of a wide range of fullerene clusters, but beyond C60 only a few pure fullerene solids have been obtained, most notably C70. Low-mass fullerenes are of particular interest because their high curvature and increased strain energy owing to adjacent pentagonal rings could lead to solids with unusual...
intermolecular bonding and electronic properties. Here we report the synthesis of the solid form of C$_{36}$ by the arc-discharge method. We have developed purification methods that separate C$_{36}$ from amorphous carbon and other fullerenes, to yield saturated solutions, thin films and polycrystalline powders of the pure solid form. Solid-state NMR measurements suggest that the molecule has D$_{6h}$ symmetry, and electron-diffraction patterns are consistent with a tightly bound molecular solid with an intermolecular spacing of 6.68 Å. We observe large increases in the electrical conductivity of the solid on doping with alkali metals.

To determine the optimum parameters for C$_{36}$ production, we performed a series of experiments in a helium-environment arc-discharge chamber originally designed for C$_{60}$ production. An arc was started between two 1/4-inch-diameter graphite electrodes, using a d.c. current of 100 A while maintaining a 1-mm gap between electrodes. A removable metal substrate, designed for subsequent direct insertion into a mass spectrometer, was placed 10 cm from the discharge region on the wall of the water-cooled chamber. Arcing was maintained for several minutes until a uniform carbon film of approximate thickness 10 μm coated the substrate. A series of experimental runs was carried out at different fixed static helium pressures between 50 and 1,500 torr. Each of the substrates was then loaded into a Micromass laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometer.

Figure 1a shows the mass spectrum of one of these films grown in 400 torr helium. The dominant peaks in the spectrum are at 720 and 432 atomic mass units (a.m.u.). The former peak corresponds to 60 carbon atoms, while the latter corresponds to 36 carbon atoms. The C$_{60}$ and C$_{36}$ peaks are of comparable magnitude and these molecular species appear to be the most prominent in the sample. Lesser peaks are also observed, for example at 840 a.m.u. (C$_{70}$). The synthesis of C$_{36}$ is very sensitive to experimental conditions, notably the helium pressure: runs in this series at pressures significantly different from 400 torr failed to produce prominent peaks below 720 a.m.u. in the mass spectrum.

To produce bulk amounts of C$_{36}$ suitable for purification, arcing runs in 400 torr helium were repeated and the resulting 'soot' was collected from the synthesis chamber walls. The soot was initially washed with toluene in a standard Soxhlet extractor which removed C$_{60}$, C$_{70}$ and trace amounts of even higher-order fullerenes. Mass spectrometry on the toluene-soluble extract showed the expected fullerene peaks but no peak at 432 a.m.u., indicating that C$_{36}$ is not soluble in toluene.

Two methods were subsequently used to separate C$_{36}$ from the remaining toluene-insoluble material. In the first, sublimation-purification was used to produce thin films of C$_{36}$. Here the toluene-insoluble material was dried in vacuum at 150°C for two hours and placed in the tungsten boat of a thermal evaporator. No precautionary steps were taken to protect the material from ambient moisture. The evaporator boat was heated under a pressure of less than 1 μtorr, ultimately reaching a temperature in excess of 1,500°C. A metal substrate was suspended over the boat at a height of about 5 cm. In about 20 minutes, films of the order of 100 nm thick could be grown on the substrate. Notably, the black films were highly resistant to scratching, unlike amorphous carbon or C$_{60}$ films.

Figure 1b shows the time-of-flight mass spectrum for the material of a thermally evaporated film. The film contains essentially a single molecular component of mass 438 a.m.u., 6 a.m.u. higher than the mass of C$_{36}$. Almost certainly the discrepancy is due to the partial hydrogenation of the C$_{36}$ clusters through reaction with adsorbed moisture at the elevated temperature of evaporation. As expected, C$_{36}$ is a fairly reactive material, more so than C$_{60}$ or C$_{70}$.

To establish a purification method based on 'wet chemistry' rather than thermal evaporation, we tested sublimation-generated films prepared as above in a variety of organic solvents. The films were found to be insoluble in toluene and benzene, but soluble in pyridine and carbon disulphide (CS$_2$). However, unlike C$_{60}$ and C$_{70}$, C$_{36}$ is very slow to dissolve in either of these solvents and extensive heating and exposure to ultrasound are required to obtain a saturated solution. This is consistent with the strong, almost covalent bonding expected between C$_{36}$ molecules: C$_{36}$ is not simply a van der Waals solid as is C$_{60}$.

The wet-chemistry purification method was used to produce bulk quantities of refined C$_{36}$ powder. The crude arc-chamber soot was first Soxhlet-extracted with toluene to remove higher-order fullerenes, followed by Soxhlet extraction with pyridine. The pyridine-soluble extract forms a yellow-brown solution, as opposed to the toluene-soluble extract which is red-brown in colour. Overall, the crude soot was found to contain ~10% toluene-soluble material (C$_{60}$ and C$_{70}$) and about 1–2% pyridine-soluble material (C$_{36}$). After evaporating the pyridine from the pyridine-soluble fraction, a black solid was obtained. This solid differs from that of the previously reported C$_{36}$H$_{12}$ bowl-shaped molecule in both colour and solubility.

To investigate the structure of the individual C$_{36}$ molecules and the C$_{36}$ molecular solid, we used solid-state $^{13}$C NMR, bulk electron diffraction, mid-infrared transmission, and solid-state transport studies. It has been shown that for a 36-atom carbon cage with...
hexagonal and pentagonal faces, 15 different isomers are possible. Recent calculations indicate that of those isomers the lowest in energy are the structures with $D_{6h}$ and $D_{2d}$ symmetry. These two molecules can be distinguished via NMR spectroscopy. The $D_{6h}$ structure is expected to show three distinct $^{13}$C NMR resonances of equal intensity, whereas the $D_{2d}$ structure is expected to have five resonances, four with equal intensity and the fifth with half the intensity.

Figure 2 shows the experimental $^{13}$C NMR spectrum for C$_{36}$ powder, obtained using a Chemagnetics 500 MHz instrument with magic-angle spinning. The experimental spectrum contains two prominent peaks, one at 146.1 p.p.m. (relative to tetramethylsilane) and another (with approximately one-half the intensity) at 135.7 p.p.m. The inset to Fig. 2 shows the predicted molecular NMR spectra for the isolated $D_{6h}$ and $D_{2d}$ isomers (along with schematic structure drawings). The experimental spectrum appears inconsistent with predictions for the $D_{2d}$ isomer. On the other hand, taking into account experimental broadening of the peaks, one would expect for the $D_{6h}$ isomer two peaks, one near 135 p.p.m. and another `double intensity' peak at higher p.p.m. arising from the two higher nearly degenerate resonances. This is precisely what is observed experimentally. The smaller experimentally observed shift of the `double intensity' peak (at 146 p.p.m. versus the predicted 158 p.p.m.) is accounted for by additional shielding of these reactive carbon atom sites by neighbouring molecules in the solid (this shielding is not considered in the simple molecular calculations). We thus identify our C$_{36}$ cage molecule as having $D_{6h}$ symmetry.

To investigate the crystal structure of solid C$_{36}$, we performed electron diffraction experiments. A small amount of material obtained from the pyridine extraction was ground up, dispersed on a holey carbon grid, and inserted into a JEOL 200X transmission electron microscope (TEM). The material was observed to be polycrystalline with a crystallite grain size of $\approx$100 nm. Using a field limiting aperture, the diffraction pattern of selected crystallites was recorded.

In Fig. 3 we show a TEM diffraction pattern for a C$_{36}$ crystallite. The hexagonal diffraction pattern suggests a close-packing arrangement perpendicular to the zone axis. The pattern is reminiscent of diffraction patterns observed for C$_{60}$ and C$_{70}$. However, the $d$-spacing measured from this pattern for the first-order diffracted spots is 6.68 Å, significantly less than the (100) $d$-spacing of 8.7 Å reported for C$_{60}$. Unfortunately, because the C$_{36}$ crystallites are platelets with high aspect ratios, this was the only zone axis along which the crystallites were thin enough to allow useful TEM imaging, and thus determination of the detailed C$_{36}$ crystal structure was not possible. Using the C$_{36}$ molecular diameter of approximately 5 Å (carbon centre to carbon centre distance) and assuming that C$_{36}$ crystallizes in close-packed planes, the diffraction results imply an intermolecular bond length of 1.7 Å, significantly smaller than the van der Waals distance of 3.4 Å in graphite. This is suggestive of strong crystal bonding.

Like higher-order fullerene solids, C$_{36}$ appears to suffer some TEM-induced damage at an electron beam energy of 200 keV. Under continuous TEM observation, the sharp crystalline diffraction patterns were found to deteriorate for extended irradiation times. Additional studies were performed to investigate the long-term stability of solid C$_{36}$ subject (only) to high ambient temperatures. C$_{36}$ powder was heated in vacuum to 1,350 °C for 48 hours and then characterized by TEM imaging. Over 50% of the diffraction patterns obtained for the heat-treated material were graphitic, indicating that a large amount of the material had converted to the energetically more favourable graphite.
The major nutrients (nitrate, phosphate and silicate) needed for phytoplankton growth are abundant in the surface waters of the subarctic Pacific, equatorial Pacific and Southern oceans, but this growth is limited by the availability of iron. Under iron-deficient conditions, phytoplankton exhibit reduced uptake of nitrate and lower cellular levels of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus. Here we describe seawater and culture experiments which show that iron limitation can also affect the ratio of consumed silicate to nitrate and phosphorus. In iron-limited waters from all three of the aforementioned environments, addition of iron to phytoplankton assemblages in incubation bottles halved the silicate:nitrate and silicate:phosphate consumption ratios, in spite of the preferential growth of diatoms (silica-shelled phytoplankton). The nutrient consumption ratios of the phytoplankton assemblage from the Southern Ocean were similar to those of an iron-deficient laboratory culture of Antarctic diatoms, which exhibit increased cellular silicon or decreased cellular nitrogen and phosphorus in response to iron limitation. Iron limitation therefore increases the export of biogenic silicon, relative to nitrogen and phosphorus, from the surface to deeper waters. These findings suggest how the sedimentary records of carbon and silicon deposition in the glacial Southern Ocean can be consistent with the idea that changes in productivity, and thus in drawdown of atmospheric CO2, during the last glaciation were stimulated by changes in iron inputs from atmospheric dust.

Iron-enrichment bottle incubation experiments were performed with resident phytoplankton assemblages to determine the effect of iron on major-nutrient uptake in three upwelling areas of the open ocean where iron input from atmospheric dust is known to be low; the Southern Ocean, the equatorial Pacific, and the subarctic North Pacific.

In the Southern Ocean, iron addition promoted chlorophyll $a$ increase and nitrate decrease compared to the control, indicating iron limitation of phytoplankton growth and nutrient utilization (Fig. 1a, b). However, significant decrease of silicate was observed both in the iron-enriched bottle and in the control (Fig. 1c); the elemental ratio of nutrients consumed by the phytoplankton assemblage in the control bottle showed silicate:nitrate and silicate:phosphate ratios two times higher than that in the iron-enriched bottle (Table 1). Yet microscopic examinations showed substantial growth of large-size diatoms (Chaetoceros spp. and Nitzschia spp.) in the iron-enriched bottle. The phytoplankton assemblage in the control was composed mainly of the same species as in the iron-enriched bottle. Thus, the iron nutritional status of the diatoms appears to affect silicate utilization physiologically.

The iron-induced change in nutrient consumption ratio was also observed in a phytoplankton assemblage from the Southern Ocean incubated under low light intensity (Table 1). Low light tended to decrease the phytoplankton growth rate and nutrient utilization, while the chlorophyll $a$ content per cell increased. Even under such light-limited conditions, iron enrichment halved the consumption ratio of silicate to nitrate and phosphate (Table 1). Thus, the iron nutritional status appears to affect the consumption ratio of major nutrients in the whole euphotic zone.

Essentially the same results were observed in waters taken from